
Plane moving along a Trajectory with Google Earth 
 
-SketchUP 2018: (only SketchUP 2017-2018 allows Google Earth ground capture) 
Insert Google Earth Zones (Tallard Aerodrome), save as V8 
-SketchUP 8: (Version 8 for free plugins like klm Tools) 
-Draw the trajectory using segments of lines and curves 
- Link the trajectory with 'Weld' 
possibly reversing the direction of the trajectory 
-Export in KML (KML Tools) taking care to delete Google Earth funds 
-Google Earth: 
to open the kml with Google Earth 
- Add the description in the properties of the Curve: 
#model plane By default, we will change later. 
#orientation 180 For a SketchUP airplane (Green axis facing backwards) 
#duration 70 Duration of the animation 
 
- Search on Google Earth the ground reference altitude here for example it would be 601 
by wandering the cursor on the runway of the airfield. 
- From the altitudes recovered under the profile along the trajectory under 
Google Earth: about 708 turn primer (706-601 = 107) 
      721 end turn (721-601 = 120) 
                                                    below 720 primer descent (<120) 
-Edit the file name to keep a copy of the old one, for example: 
 Curve.kml (before description) in Curve_Tallard.kml (with description) 
 
-GE Animation: 
 This free software download here will process a "curve" with its specific descriptions and 
create a kmz animation where the object (plane or as configurable) will follow the trajectory 
of the "curve" (see instructions on the Help sheet PDF) 
 
-Treat the modified kml with its descriptions, get the KMZ file 
Example: "Curve_Tallard-anim.kmz" 
It can be opened under Google Earth and launch the animation for a first visualization, by 
default the sound will be "PianoGuys-CelloSong" that can be replaced by an appropriate 
soundtrack later with the editor Notepad ++ 
 
NB: -Edit the plane (designate the name of the aircraft .DAE concerned and its path) 
example: "fokker-180.dae" (airplane created with SketchUP and oriented Green axis to the 
rear before being exported in DAE) 
 
If the animation is suitable we can make a copy of the kmz file in a backup directory where it 
can be "unzipped" (Extract here), we will get a file: 
- doc.kml (this file is editable and modifiable with NoptePad ++) 
-a directory files (where are the DAE file and its textures, as well as the sound file in mp3) 
-Edit the file doc.kml (to make the tweaking of the inclinations of the device, as well as a 
suitable sound file) 
 
 
 
 

http://www.smartana.co.uk/GEA.html
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Details of the modifications that can be made: 
 
- under NotePad ++ identify these changes of altitudes, trick to treat an area 
at the start of a line right click and contextual menu: 
 
- Start-End section allows to put a blue ball at the start and at the end of the 
               area to be treated that becomes a gray area 
 
- Search replace everything in this area roll> 0 </ roll> by roll> 30 </ roll> or 
roll> -30 </ roll> according to the direction of the turn (+ left turn - right turn) 
tilt -5 takeoff also eventually 
NB: to refine the turns replace the first "roll> 30 </ roll> gradually by 
roll> 5 </ roll>, roll> 10 </ roll>, roll> 15 </ roll>, roll> 20 </ roll>, roll> 25 </ roll> 
 
Search for "sound" and modify the path and the sound file for example: 
<Gx: SoundCue> 
<Href> C: \ Test_Detection_inclinaisons \ 07-Reprise \ Correction_Son \ file \ Zinc.mp3 </ 
href> 
</ Gx: SoundCue> 
"Zinc.mp3" is here a sound track about the sound of a plane in flight. 
 
When the treatment is finished: 
- Save the doc.kml file 
- The 'zipper' with its file file in a file "Curve_Tallard-anim-Fokker.zip" 
rename it to "Curve_Tallard-anim-Fokker.kmz" for example. 
 
 
This file contains the final Google Earth executable animation 
 
 
Here are some more tips for making high-quality movie sequences with Google Earth that can 
be assembled with Windows Movie Maker, for example to make a more realistic movie of 
animation: 
 
Under Google Earth: 
- create points of view with "add a landmark" 
example: General Point of View 
                 Takeoff view 
                 Flight view 
                 Landing view (marks to be unchecked to make them invisible to the animation) 
-click on the reference 'General point of view' for example to present this point of view 
-Select animation and right click, "use current view" 
and start the animation that will take place according to the current point of view. 
the animation being selected, we can go to Tools, Movie maker 



set the type of video (prefer the 30 frames / second), video path, format etc ... and "save the 
movie" 
we can reiterate the operation to create film sequences according to the views and the 
progression of the flight. 
The WMM editing of the various sequences can be accompanied by adequate soundtracks and 
you will get a movie of the flight. 
(by cutting snippets of sequences or unfortunately for example, the aircraft will be victim of 
saccades tributary of Google Earth. 
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-SketchUP 2018: (only SketchUP 2017-2018 allows Google Earth ground capture) 
Insert Google Earth Zones (Tallard Aerodrome), save as V8 
-SketchUP 8: (Version 8 for free plugins like klm Tools) 
-Draw the trajectory using segments of lines and curves 
- Link the trajectory with 'Weld' 
possibly reversing the direction of the trajectory 

-Export in KML (KML Tools ) taking care to delete Google Earth funds 
-Google Earth: 
to open the kml with Google Earth 



- Add the description in the properties of the Curve: 
#model plane By default, we will change later. 
#orientation 180 For a SketchUP airplane (Green axis facing backwards) 
#duration 70 Duration of the animation 



- Search on Google Earth the ground reference altitude here for example it would be 
601 
by wandering the cursor on the runway of the airfield. 
- From the altitudes recovered under the profile along the trajectory under 
Google Earth: about 708 turn primer (706-601 = 107) 
721 end turn (721-601 = 120) 
                                                    below 720 primer descent (<120) 
-Edit the file name to keep a copy of the old one, for example: 
 Curve.kml (before description) in Curve_Tallard.kml (with description) 





-GE Animation:  
 This free software download here will process a "curve" with its specific descriptions and 
create a kmz animation where the object (plane or as configurable) will follow the trajectory 
of the "curve" (see instructions on the Help sheet PDF) 
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-Treat the modified kml with its descriptions, get the KMZ file 
Example: "Curve_Tallard-anim.kmz" 
It can be opened under Google Earth and launch the animation for a first visualization, by de-
fault the sound will be "PianoGuys-CelloSong" that can be replaced by an appropriate sound-
track later with the editor Notepad ++ 
 
 NB: -Edit the plane (designate the name of the aircraft .DAE concerned and its path) 
example: "fokker-180.dae" (airplane created with SketchUP and oriented Green axis to the rear 
before being exported in DAE) 
 
 If the animation is suitable we can make a copy of the kmz file in a backup directory where it 
can be "unzipped" (Extract here), we will get a file: 
- doc.kml (this file is editable and modifiable with NoptePad ++) 
-a directory files (where are the DAE file and its textures, as well as the sound file in mp3) 
-Edit the file doc.kml (to make the tweaking of the inclinations of the device, as well as a suit-
able sound file) 



Details of the modifications that can be made: 
 
 - under NotePad ++ identify these changes of altitudes, trick to treat an area 
at the start of a line right click and contextual menu: 
 
 - Start-End section allows to put a blue ball at the start and at the end of the 
               area to be treated that becomes a gray area 



Details of the modifications that can be made: 
 
 - under NotePad ++ identify these changes of altitudes, trick to treat an area 
at the start of a line right click and contextual menu: 
 
 - Start-End section allows to put a blue ball at the start and at the end of the 
               area to be treated that becomes a gray area 
 
 - Search replace everything in this area roll> 0 </ roll> by roll> 30 </ roll> or 
roll> -30 </ roll> according to the direction of the turn (+ left turn - right turn) 
tilt -5 takeoff also eventually 
NB: to refine the turns replace the first "roll> 30 </ roll> gradually by 
roll> 5 </ roll>, roll> 10 </ roll>, roll> 15 </ roll>, roll> 20 </ roll>, roll> 25 </ roll> 
 
 Search for "sound" and modify the path and the sound file for example: 
<Gx: SoundCue> 
<Href> C: \ Test_Detection_inclinaisons \ 07-Reprise \ Correction_Son \ file \ Zinc.mp3 </ href> 
</ Gx: SoundCue> 
"Zinc.mp3" is here a sound track about the sound of a plane in flight. 
 
 When the treatment is finished: 
- Save the doc.kml file 
- The 'zipper' with its file file in a file "Curve_Tallard-anim-Fokker.zip" 
rename it to "Curve_Tallard-anim-Fokker.kmz" for example. 
 
  
 This file contains the final Google Earth executable animation 



 
 Here are some more tips for making high-quality movie sequences with Google Earth that can be 
assembled with Windows Movie Maker, for example to make a more realistic movie of animation: 
 
 Under Google Earth: 
- create points of view with "add a landmark" 
example: General Point of View 
                 Takeoff view 
                 Flight view 
                 Landing view (marks to be unchecked to make them invisible to the animation) 
-click on the reference 'General point of view' for example to present this point of view 
-Select animation and right click, "use current view" 
and start the animation that will take place according to the current point of view. 
the animation being selected, we can go to Tools, Movie maker 
set the type of video (prefer the 30 frames / second), video path, format etc ... and "save the 
movie" 
we can reiterate the operation to create film sequences according to the views and the progression 
of the flight. 
The WMM editing of the various sequences can be accompanied by adequate soundtracks and you 
will get a movie of the flight. 
(by cutting snippets of sequences or unfortunately for example, the aircraft will be victim of sac-
cades tributary of Google Earth. 




